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Special Thanks to: All my wonderful backers on Kickstarter, my War
   Council, Phil and Eric, Lori and Corey Cole, Lynn and the Heads
      vs. Wall, Greg Krywusha, Galen for his amazing work, and of
            course my beautiful wife Crystal for always believing!

Game Designed by Dann Kriss
Illustrations by Galen Ihlenfeldt

Design Layout by Galen Ihlenfeldt and Dann Kriss
Based on an Idea by Philip Tolin
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Solo Play: 

Cooperative Play: 

Competitive Play: 

The village of Redstaff has been growing ever since several new trade routes
have been established across the length and breadth of the Kingdom of Elderon.
New roads bring new travelers, and each seems more thirsty than the last...

This week is the Tavern Festival, when local tavernkeepers compete to see who can
win the coveted “Tavern of the Year” award. Sadly, local growth has also attracted
the attention of less savory individuals. Gral’thim Grimbeard, an orc warlord from
the Ironcrest Hills to the north is demanding payment from the burgomeister ofthe Ironcrest Hills to the north is demanding payment from the burgomeister of
Redstaff to not raid the village. Time to step up to the bar!

Story
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4b. Challenge Chart (Cooperative or Solo Play)

4a. Card Draft (Competitive or Cooperative Play)Ho
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Tavern Masters   is played in a series of rounds.

Each round is played in three phases:  Day Phase
                                              Night Phase,
                                              Counting The Till

Players play cards and make actions at the same time during each phase.

At the end of each round, the player to the left of the Server becomes the
new Server and a new round begins.new Server and a new round begins.

*
*

*
*

Golden Dragon
(Worth 10 Gold)

Gold Coin

Server Chip

Round Markers

Patron DeckTavern Deck

How
 To Play
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At the beginning of each Day Phase (except on the first Round) the current
Server deals out 3 Tavern cards from the Tavern deck randomly to each player.

During the Day Phase, players may use any Gold they have to purchase Goods
or hire Staff cards in their Hand. Once a card is “purchased” or “hired”,
it may be played to the player’s play area, known as their “Tavern”.

Staff cards have an optional Hire cost, where if you have a card with a certain
name or type in your Tavern, you may play that Staff without paying any Gold.name or type in your Tavern, you may play that Staff without paying any Gold.

Once all players have finished purchasing Goods and hiring Staff for the round,
the Day Phase is over and the Night Phase begins.
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*

Goods CardStaff Card

Card Name

NPC Type

Goods Type

Card Type

Card Effect

Cost to Play

Flavor TextFlavor Text

Tavern Cards
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Staff and Patron cards are considered Non-Player Characters (NPCs) as
they are not representing any of the players directly.

Some NPCs have an NPC Type, such as Soldier, Thug, Mage, or Wench,
which is usually indicated by a symbol in the upper-right corner of the card.

Drink                Food                    Game

= Amount of Gold Coins

     Soldier         Thug             Mage          Wench

Entertainer    Sailor    Craftsman    Hunter

TYPE ICONSNP
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During the Day Phase of each round, players may offer to trade Tavern cards
with one another. Only Tavern cards or Gold may be traded between players.

Any card traded or stolen from a player’s Hand goes to the other player’s Hand.

Any card traded or stolen in-play from a Tavern remains in play and moves to
the Tavern of the player receiving the card.

Drink Types: There are four main Drink types: Ale, Mead, Wine, and Brandy; other
Drinks without these key words count their name as their type.

“Any” vs “Any one”: “Any” is considered plural meaning it affects as many cards as
it applies to, whereas “Any one” refers to only one of the cards it applies to.

“Removed from the Game”: When a card is removed from the game, do not discard
it; return it to the game box. It may not be used for the remainder of this game.

“Switch with”:“Switch with”: When a card is switched with another card, it takes the place of
the other card while the other card takes its place, even if one card is in play
and the other is not.

GAME TERMS

Trading &
 Terminology
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At the beginning of each Night Phase of a game, the current Server deals
out 3 Patron cards from the Patron deck randomly to each player. 

During the Night Phase, players may play Patrons from their Hand to their
Tavern if they have the card or type in their Tavern which the Patron “Wants”.

Noble Patrons may not be played unless the player has a card or effect in play
which allows them to play Nobles.

If more than one player will access a discard pileIf more than one player will access a discard pile
during this or any Phase, it is done in clockwise
order starting from the player to the left of the
current Server.

Once all players have finished playing Patrons
for the round, the Night Phase is over and the
Counting The Till Phase begins.
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*

*

Noble PatronPatron

Card Name

NPC Type

Patron Type

Patron Like/
Card Effect

Flavor Text

Cost to PlayCost to Play

Patron Cards
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During the Counting The Till Phase, each player calculates how much Gold
they gain for the current round.

Players gain 1 Gold for each Patron and 2 Gold for each Noble Patron in
their Tavern, as well as any additional gold from other cards and effects
in play.

(Competitive Play) If any player has 20 or more Gold, the game ends and
the winner is determined!the winner is determined!

(Cooperative or Solo Play) If this is the last round of play based on the
number of rounds chosen on the Challenge Chart, the game ends and the
outcome is determined.

If progressing to the next round, all players discard any Patrons from
their Tavern (except those who Like something in their Tavern). Flip to the
next Round Marker, the Server then passes the Server Chip to the player on
their left, and play continues with the new Server dealing the next round.their left, and play continues with the new Server dealing the next round.
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When the game ends, each player counts up their total Gold. 

(Competitive Play)
   The player with the most Gold wins!

   If two or more players are tied for the most Gold, all players continue
   playing one more round.

(Cooperative or Solo Play)
   If all players have at least 20 Gold, then all players win!   If all players have at least 20 Gold, then all players win!

   If any player has less than 20 Gold, all players lose!

Each player’s Hand Size at the end of each round is limited to 5 cards.

At the end of each round, each player must choose and discard cards from
their Hand until they only hold up to five cards. These cards can be of any type.

HAND SIZE
Hand Size &

 How
 To W

in
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     Soldier         Thug             Mage          Wench

Entertainer    Sailor    Craftsman    Hunter

TYPE ICONS

Drink                Food                    Game

= Amount of Gold Coins

(One  Gold)

(Ten  Gold)

-Day Phase - 
Draw Tavern Cards

Purchase Goods / Hire Staff

-Night Phase -
Draw Patron Cards

Play Patrons by “Wants”

--Counting The Til -
Collect your Gold
Discard Patrons

A Dann Kriss Game
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